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Random Walk and Normal 
Distribution

● Random Walk is sum 
of random numbers 
with possible values 
+1 and -1.

● Distribution of results 
is well represented by 
a Normal Distribution 
with variance         
equal to number of 
steps.

P(x)



  

Central Limit Theorem

● Random Walk result is an example of the 
Central Limit Theorem

● Central Limit Theorem states that the 
distribution of the sum of a large number of 
random variables will tend towards a normal 
distribution.

● Our 500 step random walk is the sum of 500 
numbers drawn from a probability distribution 
with two results: +1 and -1.  Hence, according 
to CLT, we expect a normal distribution!



  

CLT as rational for model of errors

● We may think of a measurement as being the 
result of a process.

● Each step in the process may lead to a small 
error with a probability distribution.  Sum error 
over all steps to get final error leads to normal 
distribution no matter what the error on the 
individual steps works out to be.

● Generally expect normal distributions to 
describe errors!   



  

Parent Distribution of Errors

● If we could make an infinite number of 
measurements, we could completely specify the 
probability distribution of the measurements. 
This is called the Parent Distribution

● We seek to characterize the parent distribution 
with some simple parameters, rather than the 
full functional form:
● What is the most “likely” value? 
● What is the typical variation from one measurement 

to the next?



  

Most “Likely”

● Most Probable: where parent probability 
distribution is largest.

● Median: value where we half the population has 
a higher value and half the population has a 
lower value.

● Mean: average value in limit of infinite number 
of measurements:



  

Variation from Measurement to 
Measurement

● Variance: Mean Square Deviation from Mean

● Standard Deviation:  Root Mean Square 
Deviation from Mean (RMS)



  

Normal (Gaussian) Distribution

●        Mean of the gaussian distribution
●        Variance of the gaussian distribution
● Normalization:



  

Estimating the Mean from a Sample
● Estimate the most likely value of the mean of 

the parent population.
● Define a trial mean and gaussian distribution.  

Probabilty of observing x is:

● For N measurements of x, probability of 
observing that set is product of P's:



  

Find the value of the mean that gives highest probability 
- Method of Maximum Likelihood -
This corresponds to finding minimum in sum in exponent:
Let:

Minimum occurs at:    

Most likely value of mean 
is the sample mean!



  

Error on the Estimate of the Mean

● Consider that we have calculated the mean of 
our sample as an estimate of the mean of the 
parent distribution.  What is the error on that 
quantity?

● For the mean estimated from M samples from a 
parent distribution with variance       

    where      is the variance of the estimate of the 
mean.



  

Useful NumPy Methods
for Statistics

● Let x be a numpy array of values.....
● x.mean() returns the mean of the values 

contained in array x.
● x.var() returns the variance of the values about 

their mean.
● x.std() returns the standard deviation of the 

values about their mean. 



  

Error on 
the Mean 
Simulation

import numpy as np
import math
import matplotlib.pyplot as pl
from numpy.random import RandomState

r = RandomState()
Nexp = 10000 # number of experimentsi
Nsam = 100   # number of samples per experiment

# initialize array to hold experiment results
experiment_results = np.zeros(nexp)

# now conduct nexp experiments with nsam samples
for experiment in range(nexp):
    x = r.randn(nsam)
    experiment_results[experiment] = x.mean()

fr = experiment_results.mean()
fe = experiment_results.std()
ee = 1./math.sqrt(nsam) # expected error on the mean   
                                        
print 'Final results'
print 'mean ={0:8.5f}  Expected = 0'.format(fr)
print 'error={0:8.5f}  Expected ={1:8.5f}'.format(fe,ee)

import numpy as np
import math
import matplotlib.pyplot as pl
from numpy.random import RandomState

r = RandomState()
Nexp = 10000 # number of experimentsi
Nsam = 100   # number of samples per experiment

# initialize array to hold experiment results
experiment_results = np.zeros(nexp)

# now conduct nexp experiments with nsam samples
for experiment in range(nexp):
    x = r.randn(nsam)
    experiment_results[experiment] = x.mean()

fr = experiment_results.mean()
fe = experiment_results.std()
ee = 1./math.sqrt(nsam) # expected error on the mean   
                                        
print 'Final results'
print 'mean ={0:8.5f}  Expected = 0'.format(fr)
print 'error={0:8.5f}  Expected ={1:8.5f}'.format(fe,ee)

For nexp experiments we
take nsam samples from a 
normal distribution and 
compute the mean.

Find mean value and 
standard deviation of the
experiment results.



  

Simulation Result



  

PyPlot Histograms
● PyPlot's histogram method, hist(), is useful for 

plotting distributions.  hist() returns three arrays:
● The histogram values
● The location of the bin edges
● A “patch” array which can be used to adjust the 

appearance of bins in the histogram. 

● Let x be an array of values then pl.hist(x) will 
plot a histogram of the values in 10 bins 
determined automatically.

    values, bins, patches = pl.hist(x)
● In interactive mode, the histogram will be plotted.



  

hist()
Examples

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as pl
from numpy.random import RandomState

# make arrays of random numbers
r = RandomState()
n = 100000
x = r.randn(n) # normal distribution
z = r.rand(n)  # uniform distribution
pl.ion()

pl.figure(1) # simple histogram with 20 bins 
pl.hist(x, bins=20);
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Number')
pl.title('{0:d} Normally Distributed Random Numbers'.format(n))

pl.figure(2) # normalized histograms with bins set by user
my_bins = np.linspace(-5.,5., 101)
pl.hist(x,bins=my_bins,normed=True,label='Gaussian');
pl.hist(z,bins=my_bins,normed=True,alpha=0.5,label='Uniform');
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Bin Probability')
pl.title('{0:d} Random Numbers'.format(n))
pl.legend()

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as pl
from numpy.random import RandomState

# make arrays of random numbers
r = RandomState()
n = 100000
x = r.randn(n) # normal distribution
z = r.rand(n)  # uniform distribution
pl.ion()

pl.figure(1) # simple histogram with 20 bins 
pl.hist(x, bins=20);
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Number')
pl.title('{0:d} Normally Distributed Random Numbers'.format(n))

pl.figure(2) # normalized histograms with bins set by user
my_bins = np.linspace(-5.,5., 101)
pl.hist(x,bins=my_bins,normed=True,label='Gaussian');
pl.hist(z,bins=my_bins,normed=True,alpha=0.5,label='Uniform');
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Bin Probability')
pl.title('{0:d} Random Numbers'.format(n))
pl.legend()

Histogram with 20 bins
NB: the “;” suppresses output

Define my_bins with values
for the bin edges.

Then do histograms for normal
and uniform distributions.

NB: alpha sets the transparancy
of the uniform histogram to
50% so you can see the other
one.



  

Results from Example Program
FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

pl.figure(1) # simple histogram with 20 bins 
pl.hist(x, bins=20);
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Number')
pl.title('{0:d} Normally Distributed Random Numbers'.format(n))

pl.figure(1) # simple histogram with 20 bins 
pl.hist(x, bins=20);
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Number')
pl.title('{0:d} Normally Distributed Random Numbers'.format(n))

pl.figure(2) # normalized histograms with bins set by user
my_bins = np.linspace(-5.,5., 101)
pl.hist(x,bins=my_bins,normed=True,label='Gaussian');
pl.hist(z,bins=my_bins,normed=True,alpha=0.5,label='Uniform');
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Bin Probability')
pl.title('{0:d} Random Numbers'.format(n))
pl.legend()

pl.figure(2) # normalized histograms with bins set by user
my_bins = np.linspace(-5.,5., 101)
pl.hist(x,bins=my_bins,normed=True,label='Gaussian');
pl.hist(z,bins=my_bins,normed=True,alpha=0.5,label='Uniform');
pl.xlabel('Value')
pl.ylabel('Bin Probability')
pl.title('{0:d} Random Numbers'.format(n))
pl.legend()
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